A connected digit recognizer is proposed in which a set of isolated word templates is used as reference patterns and an unconstrained dynamic time warping algorithm is used to literally 
Introduction
Research in isolated word recognition has advanced to the stage where it is now possible to reliably recognize words from a vocabulary of up to several hundred words and phrases if the system has been trained to the talker [1] [2] . For speaker independent recognizers, vocabularies of on the order of 50-100 words have been used and reliable recognition has been obtained by using multiple templates per word obtained from a clustering analysis of word tokens by a large set of talkers [3,41. Although isolated word recognizers are suitable for a wide range of applications, for some important vocabularies the requirement for an isolated word format remains a major obstacle. An example of such a vocabulary is the set of digits (i.e. zero to nine).
In this paper we discuss a connected digit recognizer that has the following features: 1 Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the connected digit recognition system. The analysis front end is similar to the one originally proposed by Itakura [21, and has been used in a wide variety of recognition experiments [3, 4] .
Following autocorrelation analysis, the endpoint detector finds the beginning and ending frames of the connected digit string, based on the log energy of the signal and the background silence statistics (as obtained during the recording interval) [3] . The pointer for the beginning of the string is set S frames before the indicated string beginning frame. A linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis is then performed (using a p=S pole analysis) on each frame of the detected digit string. At this point we denote the test string as 194 (1) where the frames T, j = 1 to L are p1 order, (normalized autocorrelation) feature vectors that describe the spectral properties of each frame of the digit string. If we denote the q reference pattern as R ( = R ,(q)q) R?g (2) where ;() is the i" feature vector (autocorrelated linear prediction coefficients) of the q" reference pattern (of total length M(q) frames), then the digit recognition problem is one of finding the optimum concatenation of reference strings to provide an optimum match between T and the concatenated string. We first define the frame distance between test frame j and reference frame i as d(i,j) = (R,T,) = log(R,T1) (3) where T-and R, are (p+1) ' order feature vectors, and R,T1 is a ratio of prediction residuals as defined by Itakura [2] . Following Sakoe [51, we now define the K-word concatenated reference string
where P is the total number of reference frames, i.e.
We can now state the optimum solution to the digit recognition problem as the sequence q(k), k = 1,2 K that minimizes the
'over all possible K and q(k). Figure 2a provides a pictorial representstion of the digit matching process. If we segment T into K regions with beginning and ending points b(q(k)), e(q(k)), then thedistance D of Eq. (6) can be decomposed into
k-I ,-l word q(k). Since word q(k) can 'begin' at any frame in the test frame, we need to evatuate the function The recognition algorithm of Figure 1 (illustrated in Fig. 2b The algorithm which was chosen to implement the string recognition is illustrated in Fig. 2b . The recognition of digits in the string is performed sequentially in time; however the endpoint constraints of Eq. (8) are not emphyed. Instead the k" word is assumed to begin in a region around the end of the (k-i)-" word,
where LB is the number of frames "cut back" from the end of the (k-i)" word. The overlap region between words accounts both for digit coarticulation, and for differences between isolated versions of a word and its properties when used in a connected format. The determination of K, the number of words in the string, is made from e(q(k)), the ending frame of the k" word. K is chosen as the value of k such that e(q(k)) Lwhere = 10 in our simulation, i.e. the last word must end within 10 frames of the end of the input string. Since a region is searched at the beginning of each word, the initial frame of the string was moved back by 5 frames to provide such a region for the first word in the string (and therefore keep the segmentation procedure algorithmic). 
Preliminary Investigation of UELM Parameters
A set of 10 strings of 3 digits each was used in the preliminary tests. The set of strings was recorded off a standard, dialed-up telephone line. For each of the 2 talkers, speaker dependent reference templates for the digits were obtained by having the talkers say each digit twice in a random, isolated sequence, and forming a reference template from each recording. Speaker independent templates were obtained from a clustering analysis of a 100 talker population [3] .
The most significant parameters of the UELM dynamic time warping algorithm are the range parameters e, and the cutback parameter Figure 3 shows plots of contours of equal string error rate as a function of e and CB for the recognition system of Section II for speaker dependent reference templates (Fig. 3a) and speaker independent reference templates (Fig. 3b) The speaker independent templates were again the clustered digits set as discussed previously.
The results of the recognition tests are given in Tables II and   III , and in Table III tions occurred for these tests. For the speaker independent recognizer the error rates were somewhat higher than for the speaker trained recognizer, as seen in One final point worth noting about the errors in recognition concerns the digit errors, the digit insertions and digit deletions that occur. For the speaker dependent system. the digit errors occurred uniformly across all digits; however the digit insertions occurred prmarty for the digit 8. and the digit deletions occurred primarily for the digits 2 and S. For the speaker independent ease about half the digit errors occurred for the digit 2. The vast majority of the digit insertions and deletions were for the digits 2 and 8. It was anticipated that the digits 2 and 8 would experience the worst recognition problems because they are short digits which are heavily coarticulated and which can readily be deleted or inserted in connected strings. It was also expected that the problems with the digits 2 and 8 would be more severe for the speaker independent system, cince the variability across thd 12 templates was much larger than the variability across 2 speaker specific templates.
IV. Summary accuracies of about 97-99%, and overall string accuracies (after post correction) of from 91 to 93%. in this pc per we have discussed a system for the recognition of strings of connected digits over dialed-up telephone lines. The string length is unspecified and is determined by the recognition algorithm. The system uses isolated word templates as the basis of a pattern matching algorithm and can be used as either a speaker trained, or a speaker independent recognizer, depending on the set of templates.
The recognition process can be viewed as a modified form of the two-stage dynamic programming procedure proposed by Sakoe and used in the NEC hardware recognizer. The digits in the string are recognized sequentially using an unconstrained dynamic time warpny, algorithm and then a region around the endpoint of the k'° digIt is used as the beginning region of the (k+1)" digit. The Output of the recognizer is an ordered set of candidate strings of digits, ordered by average distance.
Although not described here, post correction process was then used to provide a small improvement in the recognition accuracy based on whole string comparisons using a constrained dynamic time warping algorithm. The recognition system obtained digit
